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PRESS RELEASE

Christiane Pooley
Landscapes Beneath
Exhibition from October 20th to December 1st 2018
Bendana | Pinel Art Contemporain is pleased to present Christiane Pooley’s second solo exhibition « Landscapes
Beneath ».
Whether to enable the viewer to approach and enter into her canvases, or so that she may project herself into them
without being fully implicated, Christiane Pooley depicts a great number of landscape views in a manner that is
purposefully vague. Many of these are based on her homeland, though at no point does the artist name the country.
With a soft color range and gentle progressions of shading that exhibit forthright brushstrokes and delicate planes
in equal measure, these horizons leave room for broad narrative interpretation, opening onto an unfettered space for
projection. Starting with her own images, whether real or imagined, the artist draws these into a broader story that
incorporates the pictorial tradition and the memories of each viewer. Christiane Pooley builds compositions
combining differing temporalities; through distantiation, she also addresses scorching contemporary realities in the
form of layers and double-surfaces that resonate with all those who are displaced in the world of today.
Christiane Pooley has always immersed herself in painting, while continuing to reflect on the very act she is engaged
in: asking what to paint, and why? While landscape painting is one of the traditional pictorial genres, she remains
constantly aware that she is “not painting an image, but rather a painting.” No illusionist reasoning here, but rather
a quest for formal equilibrium, as Maurice Denis writes, “Bear in mind that a picture—before it is a war horse, a naked
woman or some anecdote—is essentially a flat surface covered with color arranged in a particular manner.” Christiane
Pooley pores over surfaces and materials, sounding the dichotomy between smooth canvas and the paint that is
applied to it. At times she also works on sheets of wood or copper, always maintaining a studied distance between
the support and the depiction on top of it, with the two components combining as integral to the image. These
materials allow the artist to harmonize soft colors, often favoring greens and pinks, the colors of nature and of
flesh… The memory of her gesture is clearly apparent on the canvas, such as the brushstrokes that impose dynamic
movement, which she likes to stretch out in large formats. As she excavates painting, she questions its limits while
exploring the construction of landscape: “for me, it represents a portrait, when it is not reified.” One might be so bold
as to say that landscapes reassure her, like a familiar environment. “I see the picture,” she continues, “like a theater
stage; hence my projection, based on images preserved by my retina, brings together my most intimate psychological
considerations.”

Marie Maertens
October 2018
Texts drawn from the monograph « Christiane Pooley - Paintings 2008-2018 »
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Christiane Pooley (Temuco, Chile, 1983) lives and works in Paris, France
EXHIBITIONS (Selection) : «... avec elles», Galerie de France, Paris, France (2018) | «La forêt est là et me regarde», Bendana | Pinel Art C
ontemporain, Paris, France (2016) | «Los bordes del mundo», Galería Patricia Ready, Santiago, Chile (2015) | «The Marmite Prize for Painting
V», Block 336, London, United Kingdom (2016) | «Promised Lands», Sandnes Kunstforening, Sandnes, Norway (2015) | «On Belief» , Solo
project at Summa Fair, Matadero, Madrid, Spain (2013) | «The Marmite Prize for Painting» Block 336, London, United Kingdom | «A invenção
da praia, Paço das Artes», São Paulo, Brazil (2014) | «Sub 30», Museo de Arte Contemporáneo Quinta Normal, Santiago, Chile (2014) |
«Künstlerliaison», Munikat, Munich, Germany (2014) | Ch.ACO, Centro Cultural Estación Mapocho, Santiago, Chile (2013) | «Group Show»,
Hewer Street Studios, London, United Kingdom (2011) | «Réplica2», Azerty, Paris, France (2011) | «Atrapados en lo Desconocido», Galería
Patricia Ready, Santiago, Chile (2010) | «I also ask myself», New Galerie de France, Paris, France (2008) | FIAC, Cour carrée du Louvre, Paris,
France (2008) | «The Hamsterwheel», Arsenale di Venezia, Venice, Italy (2007) | «Growbag», Mile End Art Pavilion, London, United Kingdom
(2006) | «I’ll show you mine», Chelsea College of Art and Design, London, United Kingdom (2006) | «Conjunta II», Antiguo Hospital San José,
Santiago, Chile | AWARDS, SCHOLARSHIPS AND RESIDENCES (Selection) : Collection monographie ADAGP, France (2017) | Paço das Artes
commission, Brazil (2014) | Artist in Residence, Plataforma Atacama, Chile (2014) | Summa Fair commission (2013) | Artist in Residence,
KINOKINO centre for art and film, Sandnes, Norway (2013) | Artist in Residence (UNESCO programme), Camac, France (2012) | UNESCOAschberg Bursaries for Artists, Awarded (2011) | Peggy Guggenheim Collection, museum practice, Venice, Italy (2007) | PUBLIC COLLECTIONS :
Inelcom Collection, Spain | Pizzuti Collection, United States | Collection Marcel Brient, France | University of the Arts London Collection, United
Kingdom | Galerie de France Collection, France
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Come visit, 2017
Oil and enamel on canvas
40 x 35 cm
Unique
© ADAGP, Paris, 2018
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Global Positioning System, 2017
Oil and enamel on canvas
40 x 35 cm
Unique
© ADAGP, Paris, 2018
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Ya somos el olvido que seremos, 2017-2018
Oil and acrylic on canvas
150 x 195 cm
Unique
© ADAGP, Paris, 2018

